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2 ADD-Based Timing Analysis
The problem of calculatin& the timing r8poose of a combin...
tionallogic block can be formulated as follows: GiYen a combi-
national block, find the set of input vectors for which the length
of the critical path, under a .pecified mode of operation and a
gate delay model, is maximum; the length of the critical path
gi~ the overall block delay.
Given a gate g of the network and an input vector % EX, where
X i. the set of all the C4fe input vectors of the block, the arrival
time at ita output line, AT(g,z), i. evaluated in terms of the
arrival timea of its inputs, and the delays of ita fanin connectiona,
d(cj,z). Let Cj be the connection to pin j of gate g.
If all fanina of g have noD-controlling valua:

AT(g,~) = max{AT(Ci'~) + d(Ci'~)}
J

H at leut one fanin ci of 9 hu a controlling value for input
~ eX, where X is the aet of all ~bIe care input vecton:

AT(g,z) = min{AT(c,;,z) + d(c,;,z) I c,; = controlling}
1

Finally, if ~ f X
AT(g,%) = -00

Differently from what happens with traditional delay analyzeR,
the UR of the ADD-baled timiD! analysis tool hu made it po..
sible to compute and store the length of the critical path for
each input vector.

3 Telescopic Unit Architect ure
SupPO8e that the objective is to inaeue the avence throuPput
of a combinational unit, shown in Fisure I-a, for which the
arrival time ADD AT(go, , zo) of eadt output 0, is available.
Obviously, this can be done by shortenin& the cycle time of the
unit from ita original value, T. to T8 < T. One poaible -y of
achieving this goal is through the addition to the combinational
unit of an output signal, JIt (called the hold output), which taka
the value 1 anytime an input vector requires more than T8 time
units to proPa&ate to the outputs of the block (- Figure I-b).
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Abstract

In thi, work, we propole a technique Jor the automatic gen-
eration oj variaOle-latencJl unit. that enaOlel UI to pulh the

performance limit be1fond the level. achievable with traditional
IJlnthelil approachel. The tranlJormation can be Uled in con-

junction with traditional duign techniquel, Iud.. pipelining,

to improve the overall performance oj lpeed-critical IJllteml.
Eqerimental ~Iult., obtained on a la~e let oj benchmark"
a~ verr promiling, but mo~ ",ork need. to be done to improve

the robUltnel1 and ftezibilitJl oj thi, optimiaation technique.

1 Introd uction
The ever increaains clock frequency of high- performance lyateml
pusha IC designers and synthesis tools to lubstantial efforts in
~ucinc the critical path of combinational lopc block. that

constrain the cycle time. Critical path optimization is often an
expensive operation with a lisnificant COlt in area and power.

In thil work we prop~ an innovative way to increase the aver-
age throughput with a small ~uction in averace latency. Two
are the key intuitions behind our approad1: First, a slow, fixed-
latency unit can be transformed into a fast variable-latency unit
which deliverl a higher averase throughput with low average tency; IeCOnd, the transformation of the unit can be performed

in a fully automatic way and estimates of the improvement in
performan~ are available to the daigner.
We call tele.copic unit the final product of our automatic trans-
formation. The name steml from its characteriatic behavior:

When needed, the telescopic unit requira additional cycles lor
terminating it. computation. Seen as a black box, a telelCOpic

unit produces two outputs: The oricinal functional output and
a handahakins hold lignal whim is activated when the func-

tional unit cannot terminate its computation in the required
cycle time. The overhead of realizing a telelCOpic unit consist.

of the circuitry needed lor the ceneration of the hold signal. Ad-
ditional circuitry may also be requi~ in the external control
logic that needs to oblerve the hold signal and behave accord-
inpy. Intuitively, telescopic units represent the extension ol the

lell-timed design paradigm to the world of synchronous circuits.

The synthesis ol telelCOpic units entails several theoretical prob-

lems that need to be better underlt.ood. The main purpO8e ol

this paper is to prop~ thae probleml to the synthesis com-

munity. Firat, we aummarise the essential leatura of tele1COpic
units, .. presented in [3). Second, we provide a brief outline of

the heuristic. we developed in [3, 4] to synthesize telelCOpic units
and we provide some experimental data on their effectiveness.
Finally, we focus on the limitations of the current approach and

on open iaua that we are currently addreuing.
Since this is a lummary of work in progress, we do not have any

final answer to several important questions. Nevertheless, we

believe tbat tbia tedmique holds some promises, both for pu~

throuChput optimization and for area optimization under area

constraints.
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Figure A Combinational Unit (a) and a TeiescoDic Unit (b\.



We have devi8ed two heuristics for detenniniDI and synthesiz-
ing I:; they both start from the BDD representation of /". The
6nt one generates the hold logic following an iterative paradigm.
Firat, the BDD of /" is mapped onto a multiplexor network;
then, such network is optimized throush traditional logic syn-
thesis techniques; finally, a check is made to find out if the
timing constraint TU,,) < T8 is met. H this is not the case,
the ON-let or /" is eniarsed, to obtain /:' by properly remov-
ing some BDD nodes, and the proceu is repeated. The second
heuristics producs a sum-of-producta (SOP) description of /:
directly from the BDD of the initial /".
The tint heuristics runs extremely fast, but it has the drawback
that the logic optimisation step (namely, delay minimisation
under area constraints) is not as effective as it could be be-
cause of the sub-optimal network uaed as starting point of the
optimization pl'OCela. The second synthesis procedure, on the
other band, genel'atea the ~~t&tion of /: in a fonn that
can better exploit the existing logic optimization algorithms;
~, execution times an mum longer, since the BDD to
SOP translation requires explicit cube enumeration. More de-
tails conceminc the BDD-baaed and the SOP-baaed heuristics
can be found in [3] and [4], respectively.

We call tele.cD,ic unit the modified unit, aince it may require
additional cyd- for terminating the computation it has been
designed for, depending on the specific patterns appearing at the
primary input pins of the unit. In particular, the computation
completes in T. time unita for patterns sud! thai J/o = 0, and
it completes in 2T. time unita for patterns sud! that Jh = 1.
Clearly, the low« the probabilii)' or the hold aignai to take on
the value 1, the ial'ler the overall throughput improvement. In
fact, the aver-.e throusbput, p', or the telescopic unit is given
by the following formula:

p. = Prob(j/o) 1 - Prob(jh)
(1)2T. + Te

where Prob(J/o) is the probabilii)' of the AD'" aipaJ to be one.
Since the average throu~put of the original pipeline liace is:

1
P = - (2)

T

the U8e of the ~ic unit is advantaseous only for IOme
valu. of T8 and Prvh{/Ia). i.e., when p8 > P.
H we aub.titute Equations 1 and 2 in the inequality, we obtain
the following condition for tbrouchput improvement:

T-T8
P,.ob( f..' <:. --,...,. T (3)

Inequality 3 is valis' only for Te ~ T /2. Even thoup, in prin-
ciple, the exp~ for pe can be modified 80 .. to KCOUnt
for values of Te < T /~, it mould be considered that in thi.
cue the circuitry needed to auppon the teie8CQPic unit would
become more complex, since the combinational logic may need,
for aome input patterDa, more than two eycl- to complete it.
computation. Here, we uaume that Te is alway. T /~ ~ Te ~ T.

4 Automatic Synthesis of the Hold Logic
Given the arrival time ADD of output ai, ATCRoi ,:), the BDD
for the function I~i whid1 -~ the value 1 for aU the in-
put vectors for which the arrival time of Oi is p'eater than the
desired cycle time Te ia liven by:

I~i(:) = THRESHOLD(AT(gOi,:),T8) (4)

THRESHOLD is the ADD operator that takea two aI'&UI11ent.:
I, a poeric ADD, and val, a threshold value, and aeta to 0 all
the lea~ of I whoee value is amaUer than val and to 1 all the
lea~ of I whOM value is ll'eater than or equal to vol. The
resultinC ADD, I.." is thua restricted to have only 0 or 1 ..
terminal valu~; therefore, it is a BDD.
We need the input conditions for which ot leut one output 0;
baa an arrival time creater than Te; IA is then liven by:

...
IA(:) = ~ THRBSHOLD(ATCRoi,:),T8) (5)

i-I

where m is the total number of block outputs. The ON-aet of
fA that producea the belt theoretical throuchput improvement
contains aU and only thoae input valu~ that proPa&ate to the
outputs of the unit with a delay loncer than Te. However, we
need to cuarantee that the hold lopc itself has a delay morter
than Te, and this may not be always pouible. Thua, the target
is to determine an en1o~ hold Junction, I: ~ lla, .uch that
the averace performance of the unit only marcinaUy decr8d~,
but the implementation of I: meets the timing constraint, Te,
and has a limited area.

5 Results
We have implemented the synthesis procedures for the auto-
matic generation of telescopic units, dacribed in Section 4,
as an extension of SIS [5) uains CUDD [6] .. the underlying
BDD/ADD ~e. Experiments have been run on a DECo
Station 5000/~40 with 64 MB of memory.
We present data conceminS the use of tel~pic units .. a
throughput optimization technique. Additional results, demon-
stratinS the applicability of telescopic units for area optimiz.-
tion under throughput constraints, can be found in [3].
We have considered all the Mcnc'91 [1) combinational multi-
level benchmarks with more than 100 gates (that is, a total
of 53 examples). The circuits have been fint optimized for
speed using a version of the script.delaJ SIS script in which
the ful1"'i8P1i~J -1 command h.. been dropped, and then
mapped for speed with load constraints uainS the ~ -.1 -AFQ
command onto a ceO library containing inverten, buffers, and
two-input NAND aDd NOR p&ea. The unit late delay model
h.. been adopted for the ADD-baaed timins analysis.
We have run the BDD-based synthesia heuristics on the delay-
optimized circuits trying to obtain maximum-throughput tel&-
scopic units. To ~plisb this task we have specified several
decreasins values for T., and we have synthesized the hold lolic
until we have found a value for which a further cycle time re-
duction caused a decrease in throughput.
For 39 examples the use of telescopic units h.. been beneficial
throulhput-wiae. On the other band, in 4 cues (cin:uits i3, i4,
i8, and i7) the throughput did not increase. Finally, in 10 cases
the ADD-based timing analysis did not complete.
Table 1 reports thedat.. for the 39 examples on which through-
put optimisation has succeeded. Columns Ci~uit, In, Out, Gt,
T and P live the name, the number of inputs, outputs, and
cates, the true delay and the throupput of the original circuit.
Column ProbU:) shows the probability of J:, column Ge- lives
the total number of p&ea of the telescopic unit, column T. re-
pons the reduced cycle time, column p. indicates the improved
throupput, and column TU:) tells the arrival time of the hold
signal. Columna ~P and ~ Gt live the throulhPut improvement
and the area overhead of the telescopic unit. Finally, column
Time reports the CPU time, in aeeGnda, required to perform the
timing analysis and to generate J: for the liven T..



Interaction with the Environment. Replaciq fixed-
latency units ,nth variable-latency ODS complicates the control
flow. If telescopic unitt are inatantiated in the dat.-path, the
controller'a complexity in~, becaUIe tOme handahakinc is
requi~ to be able to control and conditionally atop the flow of
data into the ayatem. We need to suarantee that the increase
in complexity of the controller doea not off-aet the benefitt of
UIins the teiacopic unitt.
Once these problems are IOlved it would be pouible to deaign
complex ayatema where tOme or aU functional unitt are tele-
acopic. At this atace, another OpeD i8ue it the estimation of the
averace throughput of a ayatem ,nth multiple variable-latency
unitt. Even if mud! work need. to ~ done, we ~Iieve that
telescopic unitt represent the buic build~ block for a new de-
aign paradigm, where it will be pouible to adlieve extremely
hich averace throuchput at the expen.e of a marginal increase
mare&.

In order to compare the efl"ecti- of the two heuristia, out

of the 39 circuits optimized with the fut BDD-baaed proce-

dure, we have dloaen the one. ror which either the throuahput

impro~a.t wu smaller than 10%, or the penalty was

lwger than 10%. A total or 16 example. h.. thus been selected;

the SOP-baaed procedure has been run on the reference venioDl

or sudl aampla for heavy-duty optimisat~ or J:.

Table 2 ~port8, ror ead1 circuit, the re8ults obtained with the

BDD-baaed and the SOP-based heuristics.

Our primary inte1'e5t wu the evaluation or the ~mpact or the

SOP-hued procedure on the area of the telescopic units. How-

ever, in order to make the comparison or the two heuristics as

fair .. pouible, we have not allowed any throulhput decrad.

tion with respect to the units obtained through the BDD-baaed

procedu~. In addition, we have decided to keep the valuea or

the reduced cycle time, T., fixed, that is, the one. that ~
used ror the BDD-bued Iynthe8i8; this i8 for the purpO8e of

better identifyiDs the effects of the synthesis heuristics on the

implementation or the hold lolic.

The re8u1ts or the comparison we in favor or the SOP-baaed
approach by an amount whid1 goe. beyond our expectations.

In fact, not only the averace wea overhead baa decreued rrom

13.4% to 10.8", but a further averace throulhput increue from
11.0% to 18.8% baa been achieved as a by-product. In a rew
caaea, the worst-cue delay of the hold lolic haa a1IO decreued.
As expected, the SOP-baaed heuristics is .lower than the BDD-
baaed ODe. Even thouP in IDO8t or the cases the difference in
runmnl time is nellilible, the~ are examples whe~ the SOP-
baaed synthesis baa requim several minutes to complete.

6 Open Issues
In spite or the encourasiQ raulta, several open *ua still need
to be ad~ before telescopic unita can be considered as
a robu.t and flexible deaign option. We are conaidering three
directiona of improvement.

Conservative Timing Analysis. ADD-baaed exact tim-
iQ analyail cannot handle many large circuits. H the size of the
ADD representiq the circuit delay. is .ud1 that. it cannot fit in
memory, we do not have the infonnation needed for generating
the hold logic. Mono work need. to be done for developiq robust
alSOrithm. for the computation of the delay infOnnatioD. Ob-
viously, aince even the problem of findiQ the true critical path
of a network is NP-complete, the accuracy of the delay compu-
tation must be relaxed. Several approacha have ~ prop<l8ed
for the ef&cient computation or conservative delay atimat~.
The integration of such aI&,orithms within the procedures for
the synthesis or telescopic unita is an interatiq problem.

Improved Algorithms for f: Generation. Althou&,h
the reaulta achieved by the heuristics for synthesis of the bold
logic are quite &,ood, there is marsm for improvement. Ob-
aerve that. our techniques are baaed on increasiq the .ize of the
ON-set of the orilinal/". Althou&,b our ON-set extension pro-
cedures are directed to reducin&, the estimated cc»t or the final
implementation, our atimata have limited aecuracy, because
they do not directly take into account the impact or multi-level
.ynthesis on J:. An alternative approach is to pnerMe J: not
by increuin&, the ON-set, but by creatin&, and expanding a DC-
aet. In this -y, the multi-level .yntheais procea could uae the
additional desreea of freedom only if needed to adlieve a better
multi-level implementation. This cannot be done if the ON-set
is expanded, because we are specifying a different function, and
not just desreea of freedom for ita implementation.

7 Conclusions
We haYe praented a technique for the autom~ic pneration of
variable-latency units that allows us to push the perfonnance
limit beyond the level. achievable with traditionallynthais &po
proad1e1. Tbanb to Iymbolic exact delay computation, we
identify the input conditions for which the propagation through
the oripnal1ogic takes lonser than the cycle time. We then cen-
erate a combinational lolic block which communicates to the
environment when the correct l'eIult is available at the unit reg-
ilter boundariel. Experimentall'elults, collected on a ~ let

of Itandard benchmvb, haYe Ihown that our tedmique it valu-
able u perfonnance-enhancement tool; in addition, telacopic
units can lerve .. throughput-conatrained area optimization de-
vices (- [3] for more details). We haYe alIO d~ leveral
open iIIuel and directioDi for improYement that could increue
the robUitness and generality of our optimization paradiIJn, and
make it viable.. a practical delilJ1 aIternatiYe in real-life Iys-
teml.
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